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 PREHEAT BBQ: 1/2 HIGH, 1/2 MED               

Cedar Plank Trout
 

I love this dish! Yeah, it's old news. Yeah, it’s likely been done to
death. Yeah, you may have a foodie friend who thinks making this for
company is brag worthy, but all that's for good reason, it's delicious
and such a fun presentation! On top of that it keeps all the cooking
outside and keeps you close to the party instead of sweating it out in
the kitchen on a beautiful summer day! 

This same technique works with most fish, it also works really well
with chicken or veggies so once you have some confidence, don’t be
afraid to experiment! 

Some keys things to remember: Firstly, let your wood plank soak for
at least 20 minutes before putting it on the grill, we want the cedar
to char and smoke but we don’t want any fires. Secondly, set half
your BBQ to high and the other half to medium. This is so you can
control that “burn” aspect. The heat from the high side will cook the
fish, while the gentler heat from the medium side will put just the
right toast to the cedar plank. 

If you have a clean spray bottle or old condiment bottle fill it with
water and keep it on hand to sniff out any unwanted flare ups. Great
food matters but fire safety is important too! 

Trout
FS Grainy Mustard
Honey
Lemon
Mini Potatoes
Olive Oil
FS Touch of Tuscany Spice Blend
Kosher Salt
Black Pepper (ground)
Tomatoes
English Cucumber
Sunflower Seeds (toasted)
Flat Leaf Parsley (bunch)
Basil (bunch)
Garlic Cloves 

COOKING TIME:  00 H 55 M

Cedar Plank

Knife

WHAT'S IN YOUR MEAL KIT?

All our Meal Kits are prepared fresh to order
from locally sourced ingredients 

SKILL LEVEL: SOUS CHEF

From Chef Nick!

Watch Chef Nick prepare this meal! Go to fatsparrowgroup.com/videos



Cooking tip*

Combine the mustard, lemon juice and zest, honey, season with salt and set
aside.

CEDAR PLANK: Soak in water for at least 20 minutes. Use a heavy weight
to submerge it fully. 

LEMON: Combine zest and juice of one lemon and set aside. 

POTATOES: Toss with ⅓ of the olive oil, the “Touch of Tuscany” spice blend
and salt.

CUCUMBER: Chop it up, however you like. Half-moons look nice. 
TOMATO: Cut into large chunks. 

HERBS: Finely chop and combine with minced and salted garlic, add the
remaining olive oil and set aside. 

GARLIC: Using the flat of your knife and a heavy thump from the palm of
your hand crush the garlic. Mince the crushed garlic, adding salt as you do
to reduce it to a wet “paste.”

fatsparrowgroup.com

READY TO COOK

MISE EN PLACE French for "put in place" a term chefs use to describe the prep we do before turning on the gas

Take one tablespoon of the mustard glaze and combine it with the herb and
garlic mixture, toss with the chopped tomatoes and cucumbers and set in a
bowl. Top with toasted sunflower seeds and set aside. 

Remove the cedar planks from the water and place them on the grill side set to
high. Once the planks begin to crackle and smoke they are ready to use. Place
the trout skin side down on the plank, season the trout with salt and then top
with the mustard glaze. Only use about half the glaze at first, applying the
second coat halfway through the cooking process. Place the planks on the side
of the BBQ set to medium heat, close the lid and check in after about 7
minutes. Top with more glaze and continue to cook with the BBQ lid closed, 10-
15 minutes will be more than enough time to cook the trout. Look for the trout
to flake easily, that's when it's ready to go. 

Place the potatoes directly on the top shelf of your BBQ on the side set to
medium heat. These will take about 25-30 minutes to cook. Turn them a couple
times during the cooking process to ensure even browning. 

Remove the potatoes and trout from the BBQ and arrange on a large serving
tray, leaving the trout on the cedar planks for presentation and enjoy with the
crisp and vibrant salad.

The Grainy Mustard and Touch of Tuscany spice blend used in

this recipe are also available on our Marketplace and 

from our retail locations in St. Jacobs.


